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Beschreibung
Selbst ein Baum braucht einen Freund

Bob Ross ist Kult: Für eine knappe halbe Stunde zieht uns der sanft zu uns sprechende
Erzeuger von glücklichen Wolken, Bergen und Bäumen immer wieder in seinen Bann. 403
Teile hat sein Fernseh-Malkurs »The Joy of Painting«, in denen der Künstler mit der
unverwechselbaren Afro-Frisur in der ewig gleichen Weise seine Maltechnik präsentiert,
wobei die stetig wiederkehrenden Formulierungen »Wir alle brauchen Freunde, sogar ein
Baum« oder »Hier lebt eine kleine Wolke« eine hypnotisch-beglückende Wirkung ausüben.

Bob Ross Stil und seine immer wieder ermutigen Worte sind wie Balsam für die müde Seele.
Die Magie, die von seinen grandios kitschigen Fernsehmalkursen ausgeht, entfaltet sich auch
durch seine Lebensweisheit. Hinter dem leichten Geplauder, mit der er seine Lektionen im

wahrsten Sinne des Wortes untermalt, liegt immer auch eine verborgene Tiefe, eine Metapher
für das Leben. In diesem Buch sind seine schönsten Zitate versammelt &#8211; alles, was wir
von Bob Ross lernen können.

21 Oct 2017 . The South Bay is very photogenic and our friend Richard Podgurski Jr. does an
incredible job capturing beautiful images from both the land and air across Manhattan Beach,
Hermosa Beach, Redondo Beach and the rest of the South Bay. We caught up with Richard to
find out more about both his personal.
Any moment you could benefit from a little perspective, crack open this hardcover, and allow
the wise words and gentle optimism of Bob Ross to guide you to.
11 Aug 2017 . Now if you're looking to, oh, light up the sky, or if you just want to show the
haze of a golden evenfall, start with a matte black background and we're gonna mix some
Cadmium Yellow with about a quarter as much Dark Sienna and just a liiiittle bit of Midnight
Black, juuuust a little bit, don't mix too much, we.
Picture quotes gallery of the best inspirational quotes and sayings.
Find the newest Happy Little Accidents meme. The best memes from Instagram, Facebook,
Vine, and Twitter about Happy Little Accidents.
9 May 2017 . A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds,
mountains, and trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one
delightful package. Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his
canvas in twenty-six television minutes-all while.
World of Warcraft® · Go to New WoW Home. The page you're viewing is not yet available on
the new World of Warcraft website. Sorry for the inconvenience! Log in now to enhance and
personalize your experience! Happy Little Accidents. Alliance Guild, Ravencrest. 44 members.
520 · Summary · Roster · News; Events.
25 May 2017 . Buy Happy Little Accidents by Michelle Witte, Bob Ross from Waterstones
today! Click and Collect from your local Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over
£20.
A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds, mountains, and
trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words in.
8 Feb 2017 . Happy Little Accidents. By Doug Geyer. AndreaBacca. Watching an afroed artist
work magic with a blank canvas over the course of thirty minutes was how six-year-old

Andrea Bacca spent many a Saturday morning. Now you don't see it, now you do. She
marveled at how Bob Ross was able to bring to life.
16 Jun 2016 . A lot of people out there will tell you that there is no rhyme, reason or meaning
to life. No creator, no higher power, no heavenly father figure upstairs, looking down and
watching over us. I can't say I disagree with them, fundamentally, not least of all because this
just makes the bathroom a whole lot more.
6 Aug 2017 . For those who watch Bob Ross' show - The Joy of Painting on PBS and
YouTube, you know his signature saying - "Happy little accidents." Such a thing happens to
me a lot, but in my novel writing. Currently, I've gone through a bout of happy little accidents
since 1996 and just late last night I…
Design Quotes · Bob Ross. “We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents.” Words by.
Scotty Russell. Published on. February 23rd, 2015. 01. 01. “We don't make mistakes, just
happy little accidents.” Share: Twitter Facebook Pinterest Email · Design Quotes.
Happy little accidents Achievement in Shadow Tactics – Blades of the Shogun: Cause 3
accidents on the Nakasendō road - worth 15 GamerScore.
Detailed history for Happy Little Accidents, EU-Ravencrest: rankings, mythic plus progress,
boss kill history, player rotation.
See more 'Roll Safe' images on Know Your Meme!
3 Jul 2015 . Bob Ross wasn't just a skilled artist—he was unrivaled in his ability to spout
verbal poetry faster than it took to paint one of those happy little clouds. Here are some of his
best bits of wisdom. . 20. On making mistakes. “We don't make mistakes. We just have happy
accidents.” —From "The Joy of Painting".
Synopsis. Anything we don't like, we'll turn it into a happy little tree or something; we don't
make mistakes, we just have happy accidents. Bob Ross, the soft-spoken artist painting happy
clouds, mountains, and trees has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his
canvas in twenty-six television minutesall.
when something unexpectedly good comes from what would otherwise be considered a
mishap.
10 Nov 2016 . My love . . . My life . . . Mitosis. Latest Posts. Featured. Nov 23, 2016 Dan
Wheeler Comment. Nov 23, 2016 Dan Wheeler Comment · Butterflies are disgusting. Nov 23,
2016 Dan Wheeler Comment. Nov 23, 2016 Dan Wheeler Comment. Nov 23, 2016 Dan
Wheeler Comment. Nov 23, 2016 Dan Wheeler.
Happy Little Accidents: The Wit and Wisdom of Bob Ross. by Michelle Witte. This sweet little
book perfectly represents the unfailingly positive, sweet persona of Bob Ross, painter and star
of the Painting with Bob Ross TV show. If you enjoyed watching him work happily away at a
painting on that show, or if you literally ever.
Cover: Hardcover Author: Ross, Bob Title: Happy Little Accidents ISBN: 9780762462780.
Publisher: HACHETTE BOOK/TIME WARNER Edition/Year: 2017. Excluded from Discounts
& Promotions Cover type and picture may vary. Reviews. (0) No Reviews yet. Back.
31 Jan 2017 - 24 secTOTALLY UNINTENTIONAL. Made my girlfriend get eaten, so hard.
18 Aug 2014 . We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents. –Bob Ross. Related.
Sharing. Twitter. Email this article; Print this article. Tags. bob ross, creativity, quote. About
Gordon Kaye. View all posts by Gordon Kaye →. Post navigation. Word Play with Debbie
Millman · Quotables: Dali on Perfection. GRAPHIC.
19 Sep 2017 . Post with 1505 votes and 100505 views. Tagged with funny, newspaper
headlines; Shared by Gladius82. Happy little accidents.
21 Dec 2017 . Happy Little Accidents. This is your world, you're the creator. Happy Little
Accidents. Metadata. Top Screen Draw Type. Texture. Top Scroll? No Scroll. Bottom Screen

Draw Type. Texture. Bottom Scroll? No Scroll. Custom Cursor? Yes. Custom Folder Icon?
Yes. Custom Cart Icon? Yes. Custom SFX? Yes.
Play Counter-Strike: Global Offensive, Counter-Strike 1.6, and Team Fortress 2 in a cheat free
environment and compete to win cash and prizes.
21 Jul 2015 . Happy Little Accidents is a American IPA style beer brewed by McMenamins in
United States. 0 average with 0 ratings, reviews and opinions.
28 Oct 2016 . I've got this treatment about Bob Ross,” I told Sarah over the phone. “The TV
painter guy, with the Afro and the happy little trees?” “The very one.”
High quality Happy Little Accidents inspired Women's T-Shirts & Tops by independent artists
and designers from around the world. All orders are custom made and most ship worldwide
within 24 hours.
8. Dez. 2017 . Der US-amerikanische Maler und Fernsehmoderator Bob Ross begeisterte
Tausende mit seinem TV-Malkurs ´The Joy of Painting´. An einem gemütlichen Sonntag
zappte Jolene van Son aus Dalherda-Gersfeld bequem durch das Fernsehprogramm. Auf BRalpha blieb sie an der markanten Afro-Frisur.
A Weimar based studio for graphic design, typography and identity, recently founded by
Tobias Dahl and Patrick Martin a few month ago. After years of collaboration, the work of
Tobias Dahl and Patrick Martin have been honored with several national and international
design awards: including Red Dot Award, European.
Happy little accidents: Die schönsten Weisheiten von Bob Ross | Bob Ross, Michelle Witte,
Violeta Topalova | ISBN: 9783466346981 | Kostenloser Versand für alle Bücher mit Versand
und Verkauf duch Amazon.
His signature, soothing comments described the "happy little clouds," "almighty mountains"
and "happy little trees" that he was creating with his brush. Of the 31 seasons and 403 episodes
that aired on PBS, the Internet Archive currently has the first 19 seasons (247 episodes)
available for stream and.
Description. Bob Ross' legacy lives on with Bob Ross Happy Little Accidents Socks. Bob Ross'
image and his words of wisdom on funny novelty socks for men. Approximately men's shoe
8-13. 70% Combed Cotton, 27% Nylon, 3% Spandex. Share.
[i]There's nothing wrong with having a tree as a friend - Bob Ross[/i] [b]Welcome to Happy
Little Accidents where we don't make mistakes![/b] We're aiming to create an active friendly
community with very little requirements other then speaking English. We do have a discord
and we highly recommend it as it.
Bob Ross "Happy Little Accidents" Lunch Box,A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist
known for painting happy clouds, mountains, and trees-Happy Little Accidents was his most
wise and witty words of wisdom. Box your lunch with this collectible Bob Ross lunch box
featuring his wise words and a portrait of the artist.
22 Apr 2017 . For as long as I can remember growing up I have had a paint brush or pencil in
my hand. My high school art teacher would always say, if something unexpected happened,
that I should look at it as a happy little accident and embrace it into the piece. I attended
Parsons School of Design for either illustration.
THERE ARE NO MISTAKES ONLY HAPPY LITTLE ACCIDENTS - SAD BOB ROSS.
10 Jul 2017 . Create Happy Little Accidents With This Bob Ross Heat Change Mug.
FacebookTwitterPin ItGoogle+More. There are no mistakes, only happy accidents! An
exclusive Bob Ross heat change mug by the folks at Thinkgeek: Despite Bob's anyone-can-doit attitude, not all of us could actually do it – and not for.
30 Nov 2017 . We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents" A few years back, a couple
of high profile streamers at Twitch.tv, the Amazon-owned video game stream.

Happy Little Accident Memes. Updated daily, for more funny memes check our homepage.
Bob Ross-whose happy paintings, memorable hairstyle, and quirky catchphrases make us grin
from ear to ear-is still as popular as ever, maintaining a core base of fans through a show that
has never gone off the air since 1983 and embraced by a generation of gamers and Millennials,
with tributes appearing everywhere.
2 Apr 2017 . "We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents," the caption reads—
paraphrasing one of Ross' famous soothing lines. Image: reubek/reddit. As Ross once said,
“All you need to paint is a few tools, a little instruction, and a vision in your mind." The same
could be said for having a kid. Congrats to the.
Happy Little Accidents, Leipzig. 706 likes. Studio for Graphic Design, Typography and
Identity founded by Tobias Dahl and Patrick Martin.
"We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents." -KappaRoss (RIP
@AlChestBreach)pic.twitter.com/yzez09CM2l. The media could not be played. Powered by
Twitch Clips. 10:27 AM - 25 Oct 2016. 193 Retweets; 833 Likes; Woods Sharon GR†MM™
whore lobster Julian Wojtinski Sheppard Kross flyingfish60 Richy.
Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his canvas in twenty-six
television minutes-all while dispensing little branches of wisdom. His style and encouraging
words are a form of therapy for the weary, but with Bob it is always about more than painting.
There is a hidden depth within his easy chatter.
19 Jan 2015 . “We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents.” ~Bob Ross. Posted in
Creativity | Tagged Bob Ross, creativity, Creativity Quote, happy little accidents | 1 Reply.
Ready to get started making beautiful wire wrapped jewelry? My Quick Start Guide to Wire
Wrapped Jewelry is 10 lessons, 1 per day, to give.
A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds, mountains, and
trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and. Read More. Genre: Fiction / Humor /
Form / Anecdotes & Quotations. On Sale: May 9th 2017. Price: $15. Page Count: 128. ISBN13: 9780762462780. Share. Hardcover. ebook.
Items, books, videos and more inspired by the kitschy TV painter Bob Ross. He has become a
cultural icon and humorous hero for artists everywhere. | See more ideas about Bob ross,
Bobs and Clouds.
Shop Happy Little Accidents: The Wit & Wisdom of Bob Ross By Michelle Witte at Urban
Outfitters today. We carry all the latest styles, colors and brands for you to choose from right
here.
Das NRW-Forum nahm die Eröffnungsetappe – den Grand Départ – der Tour de France 2017
in Düsseldorf zum Anlass in einer Ausstellung Arbeiten von Künstlern und Fotografen zum
Thema »Mythos Tour de France« zu zeigen. Auf der Corporate-Identity-Grundlage des NRWForums entwickelten wir für die.
Happy Little Accidents. 2 years ago. Add Comment. 1,990 Views. We don't make mistakes,
just happy little accidents. - Bob Ross. We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents. –
Bob Ross. Pin on Pinterest Share on Facebook Tweet about this on Twitter Share on Google+
Share on LinkedIn Share on Reddit Share on.
Happy Little Accidents: A bob ross fan club Story. Posted on January 20, 2016 by Nolan
Mercer ("ItsGucci") in "eSports". From the ashes of Zuna and Arthelon rose the phoenix we
know as bob ross fan club. With brothers and former Cloud9 teammates, Kenma and Zuna,
along with former compLexity teammates erho and.
Author: Bob RossBrand: QUAYSIDE/HACHETTE BOOK GROUPFeatures: HAPPY LITTLE
ACCIDENTS - Enjoy Bob Ross's happy little accidents anytime, along with his happy litt.
Find product information, ratings and reviews for Happy Little Accidents : The Wit & Wisdom

of Bob Ross (Hardcover) online on Target.com.
Let's Make Them Trees and Happy Little Accidents. Happy Little Accident - Warm rose with
an abundance of gold sparkle. Apply and let dry for 60-90 seconds and apply another layer if
needed. Ingredients: Isododecane, Dimethicone, Simmondsia Chinensis (Jojoba) Seed Oil,
Ozokerite Wax, Polyglycerol-3 Beeswax, Silica,.
A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds, mountains, and
trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one delightful package.
Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his canvas in twenty-six
television minutes-all while dispensing little.
20 Oct 2017 . Happy Little Accidents - Our Fall 2017 Recovery Art Project Appeal is
underway. We need your art for our walls! Click to learn more.
Happy Little Accidents : The Wit & Wisdom of Bob Ross. A tribute to the amazing Bob Ross.
A soft spoken artist known for painting happy clouds, mountains and trees. Happy Little
Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one delightful package. Great gift for
artists.more. Write a review. In Stock & Ready to Ship.
Find a Mister Blue Sky - Happy Little Accidents first pressing or reissue. Complete your Mister
Blue Sky collection. Shop Vinyl and CDs.
Selbst ein Baum braucht einen Freund • Bob Ross ist Kult: Für eine knappe halbe Stunde zieht
uns der sanft zu uns sprechende Erzeuger von.
Just happy little accidents. Hello my friends, usually I just post my artworks but this time I
want to share my feelings about For Honor First of all, I want to thanks the For Honor
community for keep supporting my works, it mean a lot to me and thank you, the devs from
Ubisoft, for putting so many hard works on.
Kätlin Kaljuvee hand-drawn pattern Happy Little Accidents snake silk scarf. 100% silk crepe
scarf. Handhemmed by our local tailor, it takes around 2 hours for each silk scarf hemming !
Made in Estonia. One piece only. Pre-orders from 30-days.
&#147;Anything we don't like, we'll turn it into a happy little tree or something; we don't make
mistakes, we just have happy accidents.&#148;Bob Ross, the soft-spoken artist painting happy
clouds, mountains, and trees has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his
canvas in twenty-six television.
10 Sep 2016 . So, I might be a tiny bit insane here. For those of you familiar with my other
story, no, I have not stopped writing What Are Friends For. I simply could not keep this story
quiet for any longer so now I'm writing two fics at once. Go me XD. This story is a bit
interesting, because the Gaster featured in this story is.
"We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents." Screen Shot 2017-12-04 at 5.31.18
PM.png. Make a stencil with this quote · Art Quotesstephanie craig December 4, 2017
Comment · Facebook0 Twitter Google StumbleUpon Reddit Tumblr Pinterest0 0 Likes.
Previous.
18 Feb 2010 . Of course we women don't want a male pill - it would end those happy little
'accidents'. By Leah Hardy for MailOnline. Updated: . And that's whether most women really
are happy giving away our power over a part of our lives that tends to mean more to us than
to men. Most women I know would be utterly.
11 May 2015 . Happy Little Accidents IPA brewed by McMenamins as an IPA - American style
beer, which has 3.8 out of 5, with 123 ratings and reviews on Untappd.
11 Aug 2017 . Listen to songs from the album Happy Little Accidents - Single, including
"Happy Little Accidents". Buy the album for $0.99. Songs start at $0.99. Free with Apple
Music subscription.
25 May 2017 . Bob Ross-whose happy paintings, memorable hairstyle, and quirky

catchphrases make us grin from ear to ear-is still as popular as ever, maintaining a core base of
fans through a show that has never gone off the air since 1983 and embraced by a generation
of gamers and Millennials, with tributes.
8 Apr 2017 . His hit show The Joy of Painting With Bob Ross, has turned into a cult sensation
over the years with his happy-go-lucky attitude, dropping phrases like "There's nothing wrong
with having a tree as a friend" or "We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents". Well,
it's no mistake that model-turned-actress.
26 Aug 2017 . Hiya! Spending the year at University in England, I've wasted what little spare
time I've got getting back into Malifaux. Not wanting my Desolation Engin.
9 May 2017 . A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds,
mountains, and trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one
delightful package. Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his
canvas in twenty-six television minutes-all while.
Last October (2010) I travelled from the Gold Coast to Melbourne to do my first PDC, with
Geoff Lawton and Bill Mollison. What an awesome experience! During the course Geoff
mentioned having “Happy little accidents” in permaculture. Those unexpected results from
events that provide a positive outcome.
You want to start an awesome conversation, make a statement with our Bob Ross Happy Little
Accidents Socks. Combed Cotton.
Happy Little Accidents has 55 ratings and 11 reviews. “Anything we don't like, we'll turn it into
a happy little tree or something; we don't make mistake.
A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds, mountains, and
trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one delightful package.
Happy Little Accidents: The Wit and Wisdom of Bob Ross opens with an introduction and
brief biography of Ross, followed by a collection.
9 May 2017 . A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds,
mountains, and trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one
delightful package. Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his
canvas in twenty-six television minutes-all while.
6 Jul 2017 . We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents”. - Bob Ross.
Overview. “We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents.” ― Bob Ross At Vat19, we
pride ourselves in finding awesome gifts. We also pride ourselves in only shipping gifts that
live up to their full awesomeness. So if we receive a crate of thinking putties with a dent in the
tins, a whole lot of giant hard candies with.
Pris: 111 kr. Inbunden, 2017. Tillfälligt slut. Bevaka Happy Little Accidents så får du ett mejl
när boken går att köpa igen.
9 May 2017 . A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds,
mountains, and trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one
delightful package. Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his
canvas in twenty-six television minutes-all while.
1604 Followers, 955 Following, 97 Posts - See Instagram photos and videos from Happy Little
Accidents (@happy_little_accidents)
Das Buch zum 75. Geburtstag des Kultmalers vereint seine schönsten Zitate. ✓Jetzt im
BRshop entdecken und bestellen!
Læs om Happy Little Accidents - The Wit & Wisdom of Bob Ross. Udgivet af Running Pr
Book Pub. Bogens ISBN er 9780762462780, køb den her.
16 Jun 2017 . Known for quotable soundbites like, “We don't make mistakes . just happy little
accidents,” Ross is the star of a whole host of mostly ironic memes and T-shirts, while The

Joy of Painting is available on YouTube and streaming on the gamer site Twitch, ensuring yet
another generation discovers Ross.
Happy Little Accidents Hardcover. ?Anything we don't like, we'll turn it into a happy little tree
or something; we don't make mistakes, we just have happy accidents.? Bob Ross, the softspoken artist painting happy clouds, mountains, a.
A tribute to Bob Ross-the soft-spoken artist known for painting happy clouds, mountains, and
trees-Happy Little Accidents culls his most wise and witty words into one delightful package.
Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his canvas in twenty-six
television minutes-all while dispensing little.
Robert Norman "Bob" Ross (October 29, 1942 – July 4, 1995) was an American painter, art
instructor, and television host. He was the creator and host of The Joy of Painting, an
instructional television program that aired from 1983 to 1994 on PBS in the United States, and
also aired in Canada, Latin America, and Europe.
28 Jun 2012 - 16 sec - Uploaded by JOANN Fabric and Craft StoresFind more Bob Ross
products on joann.com: http://www.joann.com/search?q= bob%20ross .
28 Oct 2014 . I love Kai much more than Xiumin, so now, I can dance a happy-dance in my
bedroom >.< Can't wait for the next update XD And remember to force me to leave you a
comment every now and then, because I'm just too lazy to write one >.<. PuUppyyto #22 Oct
27, 2014 17:39:38. Im dying for update XD.
Description. Bob Ross' legacy lives on with Bob Ross Happy Little Accidents Socks. Words of
wisdom with Bob Ross' image on ivory socks. Let's all turn our accidents into works of art!
Approximately fits women's shoe 5-10. 70% Combed Cotton, 27% Nylon, 3% Spandex. Share.
Bob Ross — 'We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents.'
Happy Little Accidents Tee-We don't make mistakes, just happy little accidents. Spend $125 or
more and get a free Happy Little Accidents Tee. Just make sure you select what size you want
at the bottom of the checkout screen. Ladies tees available u.
I started painting as a hobby when I was little. I didn't know I had any talent. I believe . We
don't make mistakes; we just have happy accidents. And that's when you really experience .
And we'll just put that in using little crisscross strokes or--or little X's, whatever you want to
call them. Whatever. David Brancaccio (May 12,.
Ross has captivated us for years with the magic that takes place on his canvas in twenty-six
television minutes-all while dispensing little branches of wisdom. His style and encouraging
words are a form of therapy for the weary, but with Bob it is always about more than painting.
There is a hidden depth within his easy chatter.
11 Nov 2014 . Happy Little Accidents. 0. 0. In 1968, 3M researcher Spence Silver tried to
create a super glue. He failed and accidentally managed to create an incredibly weak one
instead. The new glue stuck to objects but could be lifted off easily. Spence's new adhesive
did not interest 3M management. They thought it.
5 Dec 2017 . You are at:NiceFrogtees»Trending Shirts»Bob Ross 90s Print Happy little
accidents shirt. Bob Ross 90s Print Happy little accidents shirt. BUY THIS SHIRT FROM
SUNFROG. LIMITED EDITION! This shirt is full size, style and custom color. Grab it soon
before it's soldout. See More Design at: Trending Shirts.
20 Aug 2015 . Back from LinuxCon we update you on the stories! The players pushing Flash
out the door, how forgetful scientists quadruple lithium-ion battery lifespan & more!
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